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Greetings!
Time is very short, as we�re closing in on Summit

time, and I�m very busy preparing for that weekend.
Even though I�m retiring as RC, I�m still involved in
several panels, presentations, and will do a lot of
speaking.  So, lots of work to do!  Not to mention
preparing all the auction merchandise, printing lots of
handouts, and nailing down the final details of shirts,
banquets, and travel arrangements.

I�ll go ahead and announce something that may be
a bit of a shock � I only want to be CO of the
Hephaestus for two years.  Between Danny and me,
we have run this ship for the last 11 years, and I
know that we have people aboard who can become
trained in how to run a ship.  So, if you�re interested
in becoming a CO of one of the best chapters in
Starfleet, you might consider running for Second
Officer or one of the Executive Committee seats cur-
rently up for election.  Other opportunities to learn
what you�ll need could come in serving on R2 Staff,
or SFHQ staff.  You should also join the R2 maillist,
and the SFI maillist.

Between now and the next election, though, I have
some goals for the ship.

* Increase membership significantly.  The chapter
has grown while Danny was CO, and I want to con-
tinue that trend.  It will take aggressive and continu-
ous recruiting, but I know it will work if we work at it.  

* More activities, such as movies and games, visit-
ing Children�s Hospital, maybe even hosting a table
at the Vulcan Run.  This is in addition to our usual
two meetings a month, summer cookout, and
Halloween and Christmas parties.

* Fund raising � we already have a summer garage

sale planned, so please bring your stuff by if you
want to contribute.  We can have a lot more fun
when we have some ships� funds to do it with!

* Update our web with more recent photos.

All the while we�re doing this, I�ll be working as a
sort of special staff members with SFHQ Operations,
and working on the International Conference 2004.
So, as you can see, I�ll be busy � and I�ll be looking
for lots of help from you to help.  This could be a
great year for the chapter, region, and Starfleet � let�s
all work together on these plans, and if you have any
ideas, don�t hesitate to bring them up!

Pete
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Do you have problems sleeping? 
Many of us would say no, yet we do.  Sleep Apena, a

sleep disorder that can lead to high blood pressure, stroke,
cardiac problems, mental illness, or death.  At night as a
person who has sleep apnea sleeps, the following can
occur: The brain relaxes into a deep sleep, relaxing the
muscles of the body.  The muscles of the throat which usu-
ally do not totally relax, do totally relax in this case. The
tongue blocks off the air passages.  The person quits

breathing until the brain signals for a sudden
breath.  This may occur 50-500 times a night.
The victim gets little rest and may awake
suddenly, may have a jerking sensation when
awaking, headaches upon waking, and a
general feeling of being tired most of the
time.  May need naps during the day, which
can affect work or school. Harsh snoring that
keeps others awake. 

Any one who has these symptoms needs to
see their Doctor for a checkup and possible sleep lab stud-
ies.  The sleep lab study is simple; you are wired to moni-
tors & watched by a sleep studies specialist via a closed tv
system.  If they detect sleep apena of an excessive
amount they will wake you and place you on the lab�s
CPAP device, to help you finish the night with restful sleep.

If proscribed with a CPAP device there are two options
on the nasal device: 1. the nasal mask ( which may cause
closterphobia) 2. the nasal prongs which are simular to a

Heh... I�ve only been back in the First Officer chair for
one month, and I�m already late submitting a report! Nice
to know some things never change, eh?

As you will recall from last month, I have been accepting
applications for the positions of Second Officer and the
Executive Committee. The nomination period will have
ended by the time you read this, so we�ll talk about the
voting stage.

Every candidate that received a nomination, and accepts
that nomination, will be listed on a vote ballot that will go
out to all members of the chapter.  The month of March
will be the voting timeline, with the final numbers being tal-
lied at midnight, March 31. 

As of last month, I wasn�t comfortable sharing this
announcement because the results had not been certified.
That�s done now, so I can announce that I�ve been elected
the new Region 02 Coordinator. As a result, I will be vacat-
ing the two regional/international-level positions I currently
hold: Chief of Summit and Assistant Inspector General. It�s

a big challenge, stepping into Pete�s shoes, and I hope I
can do half the job he did.

I�ve been looking over promotions, and it�s been a while
since many of you have received one. I�m going to be re-
instituting the promotion guidelines that I used when I was
First Officer before (ie, tests/time in rank/projects) to try
and get some folks caught up.

One person I won�t have to promote is Nancy O�Shields,
who just got herself promoted to Commander as a result of
launching her own shuttle, the New Hope, out of
Montgomery, AL. Congratulations, Nancy!

Related to promotions... OTS is now offered Online! Not
only that, if you�ve received a membership packet recently,
then you know that OTS is now distributed freely with all
membership packets. 

As if this wasn�t enough, OTS has been re-done to be a
short, multiple choice and true/false exam. No more
essays! I think this is a huge step in the right direction, and
I would encourage every Starfleet member on the
Hephaestus to take this test. In fact, I understand that
OCC is being re-written in much the same way, which
would be even better!

If you need to get in touch with me for any reason, feel
free to either call me at home at (205) 620-1302 before
10:00pm CST, or drop me an e-mail at TrekNoid@aol.com.

See you next month!
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Immunization
If you have pets, be sure to get thier immunizations

updated each year for a healthly pet.  As for human
immunizations, the new small pox immunization is now
available for healthcare workers.  Besure you research
this prior to taking it. You could endanger yourself or a
love one.  If you have not seen a MD in the past year,
NOW is the time to make that appoment.

Neil Yawn, SFMD
CMO
CMOSNUFFY@aol.com
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nasal canulla yet seal off in the nose allowing the constant
flow of air. The device may have a built in humidifer.
CPAP parts have to be cleaned in two schudules: Daily for
the nose device & humidifer tank and bi-weekly for the fil-
ter and tubing.

If you have any questions check with your docor. 

Col. Neil Yawn, SFMD
CMO USS Hephaestus
CMOSNUFFY@aol.com

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for there
kind words, cards and thoughts when my brother passed.  It
has been a difficult time for myself and my family, but we are
moving on with our lives which is what Craig would have want-
ed.

The deadline for the next Anvil will be Tuesday March 25th.
Please make note of it and be sure to get your submissions to me on time.  As always send them to
TheAnvil@charter.net.

Dennis

Please congratulate Nancy O�Shields on passing Flag Officer�s
School Level 3.

March 02 Gates McFadden
March 03 James Doohan
March 20 John de Lancie
March 22 William Shatner

March 26 Leonard Nimoy
March 29 Marina Sirtis
March 17 Nick Mohney

mailto:cmosnuffy@aol.com
mailto:cmosnuffy@aol.com
mailto:theanvil@charter.net
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The January Social meeting was held at the home of the Mohneys.
The social night had been declared �Board Game� night, so everyone
brought their favorite board game to play. The crew playtested the
new Harry Potter �Diagon Alley� game, and determined the rules were
far too complex for adults, and wished some 8 year olds had been
around to explain them all. As usual, all official plans gave way to
card playing, finishing the evening with a brutal Hearts game. Once
again, Roger Burhite destroyed the competition. It was a small turn-
out overall, but a great deal of fun.

The February Business meeting was held at Barnes and Noble in Hoover. The crew was treated to their first meeting
completely under new CO, Pete Mohney.  There were no visitors, so all were disappointed that we didn�t get to hear
Starfleet 101 delivered in the old manner. Pete stated his vision for the chapter, and the direction he wanted to take the
ship. Flyers were distributed for all members to take and leave at various locations throughout the city. A recap of the
Starfleet Overseas Coupon project was held, with Pete stating he would speak with Freddy Heller (of the USS DaVinci in
Columbus, GA) about how they have been so successful where other chapters have not. Various dates for events in the
coming year were established. The crew then broke out the Star Trek Uno cards, and settled in for a long game, where
the members took out their frustrations from the prior Hearts thrashing (see above minutes) on Roger, by feeding him
every conceivable point the game would allow.

All times, dates and locations are subject to change without notice. Please
contact Captain Danny Potts or any other command officer before attending
meetings if you haven�t been in touch recently.

Day of Week Date Time Location

Monday March 3 7:00 Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble 
March 7-9 Region 02 Summit, Madison, AL

(The Bevill Center)
Friday March 21 7:00 Social Night, Mohneys�
Monday April 7 7:00 Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble
Friday April 18 7:00 Social Night, Mohneys�
Monday June 2 7:00 Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble
Friday June 20 7:00 Social Night, Mohneys�

Previous Balance: 76.45
Income:
Deposit by Potts +20.00

Expenses: 
Postage -14.20
Correction to deposit amount from 12/2002 -5.00

New Balance: 77.25
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Command  Staff

Pete  Mohney,  Rear Admiral, Commanding Officer

Danny  Potts,  Fleet Captain � First Officer

Executive  Committee

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain

Roy  Green, Cmdr

Denby  Potts, Lt Cmdr

Sciences

Roy  Green, Cmdr - Archaeology and Anthropology

Neil  Yawn, Capt - Meteorology Specialist, SFMD

Computer  Sciences

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr, Chief

Navigation

Debra  Burhite, Ensign, Chief

Engineering

Roger  Burhite, Ensign Chief

Cadet  Training

Nicholas  Mohney, Petty Officer Third Class

Michelle  Lindsay, Junior Cadet Specialist

Matthew  Potts

Katrina  Mohney

Katie  Cundiff

Kennith  Fuller

Unassigned  Crew  and  Civilians

Randy  Stephenson

Dean  Meadows

Loma  Brown

Johnathan  Fuller

Roberta  Keele-FFuller

Wayne  Crowe

Operations

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Debra Burhite, Ensign, Assistant Ship's Counselor

Denby  Potts, Lt Cmdr, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Pete  Mohney, Commodore, Technical Information Officer

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Overseas Coupon Coordinator

Lynnette  Yawn, Ship's Galley Officer

Marines

Roy  Green, Lt Col

Neil  Yawn, Col, SFMD

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Communications

Dennis  Evans, Cmdr, Chief

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr

Pat  Simmons, Lt Cmdr

Security

Roy  Green, Cmdr, Security Intelligence, Chief

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Lisa  Cardwell

Medical

Neil  Yawn, Capt, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Vice Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Pamela  Lindsay, Lt Cmdr, Acting Chief Medical Officer, Detatched

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj, SFMD

VTT!IFQIBFTUVT
DPNNBOE!TUSVDUVSF
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There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which shows your
Hephaestus expiration date, when you will cease receiving your
newsletter. I will include a renewal reminder note in your last Anvil,
encouraging you to renew. You can, of course, renew whenever you
like! It will always extend your membership by a year.

The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International member-
ship expiration dates are known (I have your Starfleet card with your
expiration date on it). 

Member Expires
Burhite, Debra 3/3/2003
Cundiff, Katherine 3/9/2003
Meadows, Dean 3/9/2003
Stephenson, David 3/9/2003
Fuller, Johnathan 4/5/2003
Fuller, Kennith M 4/5/2003
Keele-Fuller, Roberta 4/5/2003
Simmons, Patricia 4/14/2003
Lindsay, Mark 7/16/2003
Lindsay, Michelle L 7/16/2003
Lindsay, Pamela 7/16/2003
Yawn, Rodney Neil 8/13/2003

Member Expires
Youngblood-Yawn, Lynette 8/13/2003
Crowe, Wayne G. 9/9/2003
Evans, Dennis 9/26/2003
Mohney, Katrina Leigh 10/13/2003
Mohney, Nicholas 10/13/2003
Mohney, Pete 10/13/2003
Mohney, Sue Ellen 10/13/2003
Green Jr, Roy Curtis 10/28/2003
Dale-Riley, Kathy 12/20/2003
Dean, Ricky 12/20/2003
Hollis, Benj 12/20/2003
Riley, Justin T. 12/20/2003

http://cartoons.sev.com.au/index.php?catid=4
http://cartoons.sev.com.au/index.php?catid=4
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ENTERPRISE

ep# title air date

144 The Crossing 3/19/03 

145 Judgment 3/26/03 

146 Horizon 4/16/03 

147 The Breach 4/23/03 

148 Cogenitor 5/??/03 

149 Regeneration 5/??/03

The Crossing
Written By: Rick Berman and Brannon Braga and Andre
Bormanis (story); Rick Berman and Brannon Braga 

Directed By: David Livingston

Guest Cast:
Joseph Will as Rostov 

Steven Allerick as Ensign Cook 

Alexander Chance as Crewman 1 

Matthew Kaminsky as Crewman 2 

Notes:

2/22/03: The British SFX Magazine has filled its pages
yet again with detailed script synopses for upcoming
ENTERPRISE episodes, this time �The Crossing.� 

According to the information, transcribed by The Great
Link, �The Crossing,� will see the Enterprise NX-01 swal-
lowed by an alien vessel containing non-corporeal beings. 

�Archer and an away team go out to explore the massive
ship�s bizarre interior and find answers to their predica-
ment. They discover non-corporeal, mist-like, alien beings
� wisps � inside the cavernous alien ship. The wisps claim
they intend to do no harm and that making �the crossing�
� as they call the mental merging � will allow humankind
to experience great wonders,� the magazine reports. 

As more of the crew become possessed, Archer confines
them to quarters and those unaffected take refuse in the
catwalk, which the aliens cannot penetrate. T�Pol ventures
out in hopes of making communication and learns that the
aliens are dying and seeking bodies to inhabit and main-
tain their existence. 

Archer will have none of this and floods the ship with
carbon dioxide, forcing the wisps out of the suffocating
crew members� bodies, and then destroying the alien ves-
sel before it can engulf the Enterprise again. 

12/16/02: While NEMESIS enters dukes it out in the-
aters, ENTERPRISE will continue to chug along after the
Holiday break, and TrekWeb has the first plot details of
the eighteenth episode of the year, �The Crossing.� 

This episode will feature several new ENTERPRISE guest
crewmembers, including engineering staffer �Rooney�,
�Ensign Cook�, and two additional crewmembers. After
being disabled by an alien vessel and floating adrift, the
begin to act strangely. Trip gets taken over by an alien
lifeform that enters through his forehead and leaves the
commander dazed and unable to perform his duties. 

Rooney notices the problem and tells Archer, but later Lt.
Reed seems affected and when Trip seems to have recov-
ered, Rooney falls prey. In the hope of preventing further
trouble, hull plating is polarized but it doesn�t seem to be
enough and the crew must devise a way to thwart this lat-
est alien thread. 

Judgment
Written By: David A. Goodman and Taylor Elmore
(story); David A. Goodman (teleplay) 

Directed By: James L. Conway

Guest Cast:
J.G. Hertzler as Advocate Kolos 

John Vickery as Prosecutor Orak 

James Riordan as Duras
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Notes:

2/22/03: The British SFX Magazine has filled its pages
yet again with detailed script synopses for upcoming
ENTERPRISE episodes, this time �The Crossing� and
�Judgment� (via The Great Link) 

�Judgment� will be an event episode featuring a guest
role by J.G. Hertzler, known for his role as �Martok� on
DEEP SPACE NINE. The episode features a plethora of
STAR TREK continuity references, from the Klingon �Duras�
to the penal colony �Rura Penthe�. The magazine offers a
detailed summary of this script as well. 

Archer is accused of aiding Klingon rebels and damaging
a Klingon ship and when �Kolos�, a burned-out Klingon
public defender played by Hertzler, is assigned to his case,
there seems little hope. Kolos �gets Archer to testify that
Enterprise was aiding starving colonists who were merely
trying to leave the Klingon Empire and that the Klingon
vessel fired first. Kolos points out that previously Archer
saved the Empire from a Suliban plot and also rescued a
Klingon ship,� SFX writes. 

The Klingon tribunal is not impressed and sentences
Archer to life imprisonment at Rura Penthe, the penal
colony from STAR TREK VI: THE UNDISCOVERED COUN-
TRY. Kolos, too, is sentenced to a year for his insolence.
Enterprise eventually bribes Klingon officials to earn
Archer�s release but Kolos opts to stay behind and finish
his term before hoping to restore honor to the Klingon jus-
tice system. 

It is worth noting that due to the nature of print publica-
tion, SFX�s summaries may be based on early drafts of the
episode scripts that changed by the time of production.
You can read more about �The Crossing� here and
�Judgment� here. Both episodes air in March on UPN. 

1/29/03: The official STAR TREK web site reports on
the completion of production in ENTERPRISE�s nineteenth
episode, �Judgment,� today. In addition to confirming that
former DS9 actor J.G. Hertzler (�Martok�) will appear as
�Advocate Kolos� (story), the site offers more plot details
on the episode as well as casting information. 

In the episode, Archer is accused of aiding a rebelling
Klingon colony and brought before a tribunal on the
Klingon outpost Narenda III�the outpost destroyed by the
Romulans in TNG�s �Yesterday�s Enterprise.� Hertzler�s
Kolos is the public defender, who will try and keep the
captain from a life sentence mining dilithium on Rura
Penthe (STAR TREK VI). The Klingon Tribunal Chamber
was constructed deliberately to pay homage to the set
design of the final TOS-era feature film, with the accused
spotlighted in the central platform of a smokey chamber
ruled over by a sperhical-gavel-wielding magistrate. 

In addition to Hertzler, the guest cast will include John
Vickery as �Prosecutor Orak� (previously �Gul Rusot� in
DS9�s final episodes); and Daniel Riordan as the ancestor
of �Duras�, who draws the Enterprise into the story. 

The episode is directed by James L. Conway and
wrapped Monday. The teleplay was written by consulting
producer David A. Goodman from a story by himself and
Taylor Elmore. �Judgment� airs March 26th on UPN. Reach
the original report here. 

1/11/03: The Klingons have been absent since this
season�s earlier �Marauders� but in the upcoming nine-
teenth episode, they�ll be back, and one in particular will
be the ancestor of a notorious TNG villain. According to
plot information provided to TrekWeb this morning,
�Judgement� will tell the tale of the inquiry into a Klingon
commander�s failed mission to restore order to a rebelling
alien colony. The Klingon is �Duras�, no doubt an ancestor
of the traitorous Klingon house that betrayed its people to
the Romulans at Khittomer and later conspired to frame
Worf�s father, Mogh, for the crime as revealed in THE
NEXT GENERATION. 

In the story, the Enterprise NX-01 comes to the aid of a
species known as the Arin�sen, who unbeknownst to
Archer, are rebelling against Klingon domination of their
colony. Duras recalls his encounter with Archer in a flash-
back while giving testimony at the inquiry. Duras lost his
command of the Bortas due to the incident; the Bortas
was also the name of Gowron�s ship in the Klingon Civil
War of �Redemption I� and �II.� 

Archer eventually takes the stand to tell his recollection
of events to the Klingon inquisitors, which includes a con-
versation with a colonist named �Asahf�, who informed the
captain of his people�s plight at the hands of the Klingons.
In addition to Duras, Asahf, and �Orak�, the Klingon inquisi-
tor, there are also guest roles for a first officer and guard. 

Horizon
Written By: Andre Bormanis 

Directed By: James Contner

Guest Cast:
Corey Mendell Parker as Paul Mayweather 

Joan Pringle as Rianna Mayweather

Nicole Forester as Nora

Philip Anthony Rodriguez as Juan

Adam Paul as Crewman Nichols

Ken Feinberg as Alien Captain
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Notes:

2/7/03: The official STAR TREK web site has posted its
production report for �Horizon,� the upcoming ENTER-
PRISE featuring Anthony Montgomery�s �Mayweather� in his
first prominent role of season two. In the story, Travis vis-
its his old cargo ship while the Enterprise studies astro-
nomical phenomenon. Mayweather�s father has recently
died and his family could use his help more than ever. 

Although much of the episode takes place on new sets
built for the Horizon�its bridge, corridors, cargo holds and
even Travis� old quarters�one set on the NX-01 we�ll see
for the first time since the series pilot if the �sweet spot,�
where zero-g lets Mayweather relax with Captain Archer
this time out. The guest cast will include TREK newcomers
Corey Mendell Parker as Travis� younger brother �Paul
Mayweather� (acting captain of the Horizon), Joan Pringle
as their mother �Rianna�, and DS9 Dabo girl Nicole Forester
as Travis� friend �Nora�. 

Montgomery went solo for the majority of the seven-day
shoot, with the rest of the cast only requiring three days
of work. The episode will feature the computer-generated
rendering of the Horizon, which will be similar to the cargo
vessel seen in last season�s �Fortunate Son.� 

The Breach
Written By: Chris Black and John Shiban (teleplay);
Daniel McCarthy (story) 

Directed By: Robert Duncan McNeill

Guest Cast:
Mark Chaet as Denobulan Geolist 

D.C. Douglas as Denobulan Geologist

Laura Putney as Denobulan Geologist

Henry Stram as Hudak

Jamison Yang as Crewman

Notes:

2/29/03: StarTrek.com has posted its production report
for ENTERPRISE�s upcoming �The Breach� used some new
verbiage at the same time. In the episode directed by
VOYAGER actor Robert Duncan McNeill (�Cold Front�),
Enterprise is sent to retrieve three Denobulan geologists
from an alien world that has expelled outsiders. They�re
studying the planet�s geologic phenomena in the hope of
unlocking secrets to a similar problem on their�s Doctor
Phlox�s home planet. 

Trip, Reed, and Mayweather are sent to recover the sci-

entists, not all of whom are eager to end their work
abruptly. The official site calls the expedition �speleologi-
cal,� a word many may not be familiar with that refers to
the scientific exploration of caves, where much of the
episode takes place. In fact, the three ENTERPRISE actors
had to get special repelling training at Stoney Point in Los
Angeles County before shooting their underground scenes. 

�For the cavern they�re working in, the art design team
didn�t just erect rocky facades,� says the report. �[They]
filled it with a slew of stalactites and stalagmites and other
exotic mineral deposits (all fabricated in the shop nearby,
of course) along with scientific equipment.� 

The secondary storyline in �The Breach� centers on the
rescue of several aliens from a damaged vessel, one of
whom refuses treatment from Doctor Phlox because his
species�the Antarans�have some unsettled bad blood
with Denobulans. �Hudak�, as he�s called, is played by
guest star Henry Stram, and is joined by three other STAR
TREK newbies as the Denobulan scientists: Mark Chaet,
D.C. Douglas and Laura Putney. Jamison Yang plays a
crewman and extras round out other refugees and Sickbay
patients. 

�The Breach� was penned by Chris Black (�Cease Fire�)
and John Shiban (�Minefield�), from a story by Daniel
McCarthy. The episode will air on UPN April 23rd. You can
read more of the production report here. 

1/31/03: Some strange habits were revealed about
John Billingsley�s �Doctor Phlox� earlier this year in �A Night
In Sickbay� and the good doctor takes on an important
medical question in next week�s �Stigma.� But toward the
end of the season, we�ll learn that the Denobulan charac-
ter�s own planet is in danger in the episode �The Breach.� 

In the episode, Denobula is suffering from seismic aber-
rations that may threaten the future of life on the quirky
doctor�s home world. A Denobulan geologist is studying
similar activity on a Xemian planet in hopes of learning
valuable information about the phenomena, but when the
Xemians ask all off-worlders to leave their planet,
Enterprise is sent to retrieve the dedicated scientist.
Reluctant to leave an important research site and years of
passion without adequately finishing the work, Trip has to
get the urgency of the situation across with a phase pistol. 

Cogenitor
Written By: Rick Berman and Brannon Braga 

Notes:

2/10/03: As ENTERPRISE embarks on the second half
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of its sophomore year, the writing staff is quietly nearing
completion of the year�s scripts. Episode twenty-two will
go before cameras next week and TrekWeb has been pro-
vided with the first plot details of �Cogenitor� this morn-
ing. 

The story centers around Trip, who befriends a Vissian
known only as the �Cogenitor�. This individual has a sole
purpose in Vissian society: to procreate. Even with such an
important duty, his position in his society is second-rate. 

Uneducated and not even able to read, Trip teaches him
and finds that the alien has a penchant for reading and
encourages him to explore the wonders of history and sci-
ence and even undertake physical challenges like swim-
ming. Cogenitor names himself �Charles� in appreciation
but when the Vissians learn of Trip�s contact they are furi-
ous. 

T�Pol is displeased that the commander may have serious
damaged the Enterprise�s chance for a successful first con-
tact with the Vissians and it only gets worse when Trip�s
new friend requests asylum aboard Enterprise... 

Regeneration
Written By: Mike Sussman and Phyllis Strong 

Notes:

2/19/03: After nearly two seasons, ENTERPRISE will go

down the path many TREK series have trav-
eled with �Regeneration,� the first Borg
episode of the prequel-era series, likely to
air during May Sweeps. According to plot
information provided TrekWeb this morning,
the twenty-third episode of the season will

open in Earth�s Arctic Circle, where the fragments of a
crashed Borg Sphere are uncovered by three human scien-
tists. 

Doctors Drake, Rooney and Moninger recover two Borg
drones from the debris and begin examining them at their
lab after informing Starfleet of the find. As they study the
corpses, a metallurgical scan reveals that the crash
occurred nearly a century earlier�could the fragment be a
remnant of the sphere shot down in FIRST CONTACT?
Further study leads to the revelation of the Borg�s ability
to regenerate with nanotechnology, which we learn only
the Denobulans have experimented with in this time peri-
od. 

As they continue to research the site, their curiosity gets
the better of them when the drone they�re studying comes
to life and assimilates Doctor Moninger. Starfleet loses
contact with the team and orders an armed shuttle to
investigate... later, the NX-01 comes face to face with a
borgified vessel... 

Porthos 

The late W.C. fields once warned against working with
animals, which can be notorious scene stealers. Anyone
who�s watched a scene form enterprise featuring Porthos,
captain archers faithful canine companion can certainly
attest to that. the 13 inch beagle, whose real name is
Breezy, is provided by Cathy Pittman�s performing Animal
Troop, Supplier of multi-legged co-stars for everything
from �bug� to �When the bough breaks.�

But believe it or not, all the natural-looking behavior you
see on screen is actually the result of many long and care-
ful hours of practice. according to freelance animal trainer
Scott Rowe, �everything the dog does is a trained behav-
ior. there�s nothing left to chance. They have to perform
when they�re asked to, in order to save time and money
for the production company�

�There are basic behaviors that all film dogs have to
know, so when I first got the beagle, I put �basics� on her

and then proceeded to other behaviors that are pretty
much standard. 

That includes looking from side to side as if the dog is
following a conversation or watching the captain throw a
ball back and forth; going over and hitting a mark just like
an actor would have to-so they have to go over hit the
mark, stay there. There may be other behaviors, like a
retrieve, which they haven�t used yet, or laying on their
side.�

Rowe has been training animals for nearly two decades,
most of that time spent in the feature film industry. � My
brother and I always had an aptitude for working with ani-
mals, and he needed a hand one year and asked me to
come out and help, so I came out here and never left. I�ve
pretty much worked with dogs, wolves, house cats; maybe
the occasional bug, and once in a while some pigeons, but
predominantly, it�s been dogs wolves and cats.�

When Rowe was contacted about the possibility of train-
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ing a dog for the latest Star trek series, he couldn�t turn it
down.� I thought it would be really nice to work on enter-
prise, because I always liked Star Trek, and I thought
Scott Bakula was a great actor. I went down on what we
call a �cattle call�, Which is a casting call with several dogs
as well. it was down to a Boston Terrier, and our 13 inch
Beagle, and they eventually chose the Beagle.� �the pro-
duction picks the dog, so they�ll contact an animal compa-
ny, who will round up other animals and send pictures out.
The production views the photographs and then asks to
look at them, which normally doesn�t entail putting them
through any big behaviors or anything. They just want to
see them, and then they make their choice-sometimes
right on the spot, sometimes weeks later. in this case, I
heard within a week, and went over and picked up the
beagle and brought her home, and she�s been here ever
since.�

A month or two before enterprise went into production,
Rowe began working with breezy on a full time basis, get-
ting the dog ready for her life on the final frontier.
�because she�s a hound dog, getting started was hard.
particularly when they�re outside, they�ve got their nose to

the ground and they�re on a mission to find something.

If someone comes up they don�t know, they kind of
ignore them. They tend not to want to do anything that
they don�t want to do. But, once she started the learning
curve, it was, �Hey, I get rewarded!� I use no negatives in
my training; it�s all positive reinforcement, so once that
learning curve got started, she�s very bright.� �She�s a very
smart dog, and from what I�ve seen, all the 13 inch
Beagles are,� Rowe Continues. �The corollary that�s usually
used is it�s similar to a small child: short attention span,
when they get rewarded, which is what I call a �bridge�.
When I bridge, the timing has to be spot-on; otherwise
she doesn�t know what it was for. no dog will; they live
here and now, not ten seconds into the past or future like
we do.�

�One thing I did with the beagle,� he says, �is get per-
mission to go down there and let her go on set. We also
took her to different feature films; we took her every-
where we could that we worked at, and I�d also take her
to shopping centers and places where there�s a lot of peo-
ple and activity and a lot of strange things and socializing.�

Trip, Reed and Mayweather Embark on
Speleological Mission�Say What? �The
Breach� Production Report

By: Steve Krutzler

StarTrek.com has posted its production report for
ENTERPRISE�s upcoming �The Breach� used some new
verbiage at the same time. In the episode directed by
VOYAGER actor Robert Duncan McNeill (�Cold Front�),
Enterprise is sent to retrieve three Denobulan geologists
from an alien world that has expelled outsiders. They�re
studying the planet�s geologic phenomena in the hope of
unlocking secrets to a similar problem on their�s Doctor
Phlox�s home planet. 

Trip, Reed, and Mayweather are sent to recover the sci-
entists, not all of whom are eager to end their work
abruptly. The official site calls the expedition �speleologi-
cal,� a word many may not be familiar with that refers to
the scientific exploration of caves, where much of the
episode takes place. In fact, the three ENTERPRISE actors
had to get special repelling training at Stoney Point in Los
Angeles County before shooting their underground scenes. 

�For the cavern they�re working in, the art design team
didn�t just erect rocky facades,� says the report. �[They]
filled it with a slew of stalactites and stalagmites and other

exotic mineral deposits (all fabricated in the shop nearby,
of course) along with scientific equipment.� 

The secondary storyline in �The Breach� centers on the
rescue of several aliens from a damaged vessel, one of
whom refuses treatment from Doctor Phlox because his
species�the Antarans�have some unsettled bad blood
with Denobulans. �Hudak�, as he�s called, is played by
guest star Henry Stram, and is joined by three other STAR
TREK newbies as the Denobulan scientists: Mark Chaet,
D.C. Douglas and Laura Putney. Jamison Yang plays a
crewman and extras round out other refugees and Sickbay
patients. 
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Borg Making First Prequel Appearance in
May Sweeps Show �Regeneration� (SPOIL-
ERS)

By: Steve Krutzler

After nearly two seasons, ENTERPRISE will go down the
path many TREK series have traveled with �Regeneration,�
the first Borg episode of the prequel-era series, likely to
air during May Sweeps. According to plot information pro-
vided TrekWeb this morning, the twenty-third episode of
the season will open in Earth�s Arctic Circle, where the
fragments of a crashed Borg Sphere are uncovered by
three human scientists. 

Doctors Drake, Rooney and Moninger recover two Borg
drones from the debris and begin examining them at their

lab after informing Starfleet of the find. As they study the
corpses, a metallurgical scan reveals that the crash
occurred nearly a century earlier�could the fragment be a
remnant of the sphere shot down in FIRST CONTACT?
Further study leads to the revelation of the Borg�s ability
to regenerate with nanotechnology, which we learn only
the Denobulans have experimented with in this time peri-
od. 

As they continue to research the site, their curiosity gets
the better of them when the drone they�re studying comes
to life and assimilates Doctor Moninger. Starfleet loses
contact with the team and orders an armed shuttle to
investigate... 

This information is based on early and incomplete frag-
ments of the episode�s script. Much is likely to change
before the show airs in May.

TV Guide Asks �Can STAR TREK Be Saved?�
Berman and Braga Say Changes Ahead

By: Steve Krutzler

TV Guide�s March 1st, 2003 issue, available on news-
stands Monday, February 24th, asks the ubiquitous ques-
tion of late: can STAR TREK be saved? According to a
press release provided TrekWeb, the magazine talks with
ENTERPRISE producers Rick Berman and Brannon Braga
about the recent decline in ratings for the series and the
poor performance of STAR TREK NEMESIS at the domestic
box office. 

According to the release, �TV Guide® magazine takes a
look at what�s wrong with the struggling Star Trek fran-
chise, which is suffering through declining ratings for
Enterprise and a recent disappointing box office showing
for �Nemesis,� the most recent film.� 

Citing the statistic that ENTERPRISE�s ratings are down
24% since last season, the mag quotes Braga as saying,
�What can you say? We�re bummed.� Braga says the show
is headed for more more grand storytelling and �epic chal-
lenges�that better exploit the sense of awe and danger.� 

Berman says fans can expect a clear change in direction
for ENTERPRISE in the future: �Let�s just say there will be
a slight revision in our mission, and a slight revision in the
part of space that Enterprise is heading into.� 

The exec is optimistic about the future of the feature film
franchise post-NEMESIS, saying future films will happen
eventually. 

�I doubt because our box office fell off on �Nemesis� that
it�s going to be the end of Star Trek films,� he says. �I

can�t imagine numerous other movies won�t occur.� 

As usual, Berman hints that future movies might involve
a mixed cast from all the various STAR TREK series, but
says no discussions are currently under way. 

The issue will hit stands Monday and fans will be able to
sound off on the magazine�s web site with their own sug-
gestions for STAR TREK�s future at www.tvguide.com/trek
beginning then. 

In related news, Berman also speaks in the new issue of
the UK�s Star Trek Monthly about both the future of the
features and the ENTERPRISE ratings. 

�There�s a possibility that the time has come to either
bring in a new group, which could be totally new, or bring
in a group that is from one of the other series,� Berman
says in excerpts available at Sci-Fi Pulse. �Or mix and
match - we could do a film with some of the characters
from Next Generation mixed in with the others - Enterprise
would probably be difficult because it takes place 200
years before. If you were going to mix up the casts it
would be difficult to get the continuity, but in Star Trek
there�s always time travel. I think one of the keys to the
Star Trek movies is that every one of them has taken
place on a ship called Enterprise. I�m not so sure we�ll
jump to another ship. But again, we really haven�t put a
moments� thought into the next film.� 

Berman also says it�s important to take ratings fall offs in
stride. After all, viewership of network television has erod-
ed across the board in recent years. 

�People talk about the ratings having dipped, but you
have to remember that any television series in it�s first
season recieves a ridiculous amount of promotion - maga-
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zine covers, television stories, Entertainment Weekly cov-
ers, TV Guide covers. We had two TV Guide covers before
the show even went on air. So, there�s always a big spike
of ratings in the beginning and then they always drop off.
That�s historical for every series we�ve done, including The
Next Generation. When you get rid of the first dozen
episodes of the first season the ratings have, in effect,
stayed the same.� 

�The other thing is that you look at the numbers, the
ratings in the States, of the six broadcast networks,
including the three big ones, they�ve all had a huge ratings
fall off. That�s due to Cable and Satallite, which have taken
over. There are hundreds of stations that are available to
people now - there used to be only three.� 

TV Guide Offers Prescription for Fixing
STAR TREK: More Risks, Less �Cap�n
Crunch�

By: Steve Krutzler

TV Guide takes a look at the ailing STAR TREK franchise
in its issue on newsstands today, and in addition to
remarks from ENTERPRISE producers Rick Berman and
Brannon Braga (story), the article poses several prescrip-
tive measures for improving ENTERPRISE and future fea-
ture films. 

�ENTERPRISE needs real peril, dread and fear so that
characters are tested to within an inch of their lives,� the
mag pronounces. �Introduce a chilling, powerful, wholly
original threat that can�t be vanquished in an hour. The
Suliban aren�t bad, but they�re no Borg.� (The Borg will
make their first appearance in an upcoming episode,
�Regeneration�). 

The weekly television publication also suggests beefing

up the show�s lead character, Scott Bakula�s �Captain
Archer�. 

�As written, Scott Bakula has as much commanding pres-
ence as Cap�n Crunch,� TVG writes humorously. �Archer,
like his beagle, is benign and a little too cute. He has an
annoying tendency to second-guess, which trickles down
to the rest of his whiny crew. Either light a fire under this
laconic guy or kill him in a blaze of glory that explains why
starships, planets and star systems should one day be
named Archer.� 

Finally, TVG says it�s time for the show to jettison pre-
dictable plotting. 

�You shouldn�t be able to figure out what the general
direction and ending of any given episode is by the first 12
minutes. �Oh, here�s where Hoshi overcomes her fear of
failure...�...? Cliff-hangers, big and small, give a series pur-
pose, poignancy and punch. Make us miss you this sum-
mer.� 

Connor Trinner Resists �Dumbing Down� of
�Trip�, Talks Physicalilty on the Set

By: Steve Krutzler

Speaking in the new issue of Star Trek Monthly, out now
in the UK, ENTERPRISE actor Connor Trinneer says he�s
always cognizant of making sure �Trip Tucker� is believable
as the ship�s engineer. 

�There have been occasions where I have sensed that
the character�s kind of been �dumbed� down, and I have
been very keen on not making this good old Southern boy
�dumb�,� he says in excerpts available at Sci-Fi Pulse. �He�s
commander of engineering - if you don�t follow this guy, if
you don�t think of him as a leader, I�m polarized and I�m
lost, I�m stuck in a black hole. But if we keep the charac-
ter active and creative and open and intelligent, then I�m

in good stead. And I think we do. We all have to stay on
top of that, in terms of artists creating the show.� 

The actor says he isn�t afraid to let the stuntmen take
over if a physical scene is too dangerous. 

�You have a lot of people looking out for you, and any
time you find yourself in a scenario where you think it�s
dangerous, it�s your responsibility to speak up and if you
haven�t, it�s your fault,� he says. �So any time I find myself
in a scenario that could be deemed difficult, and I think
it�s unsafe for me as an actor, I�ll say something. And I
have no problem with that.� 
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WORDSEARCH
TELEVISION  PROGRAMS

Charmed
Becker
Simpsons
Futurama
Boston Public
Third Watch
Everwood
Smallville
Frasier
NYPD Blue

Bernie Mac Show
Angel
Enterprise
Friends
Scrubs
John Doe
Reba
Adromeda
Mutant X

TRIVIA

Original Series
On The Planet Beta III, What time does the red hour strike?

Next Generation
On what Planet did Data befriend Ard'rian?

Deep Space Nine
Who altered there appearance so he would be thought to be Gul Darhe'el, the "Butcher of Gallitepp?"

Voyager
What two characters were merged in a Transporter accident?

Enterprise
What character has multiple wives?

Movies
How did Kirk learn about George and Gracie?

Original Series: 6:00; Next Generation: Tau Cygna V; Deep Space Nine: Marritza; Voyager: Tuvok and Neelix.  Enterprise: Dr. Phlox; Movies: Ad on side of Bus.
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2003 Conventions

CHIBICON 2K3: May 2-4 2003, Holliday Inn, Madison, AL; Guest
Include: Johnny Otaku, Stephanie Chateau, More Guest TBA.
Registration: Before March 19th, $25 3 days, $20 2 days, $15 1
day.  After March 19th, $35 3 days, $25 2 days, $20 1 day, At
The Door; $40 3 days, $35 2 days, 30 1 day.  Send your pay-
ment and registration form to the following address:
ChibiCon2K3, P.O. Box 1035, Madison, AL. 35758. *We only
accept cashier checks and money orders as of now. We will have
PayPal set up soon. Make out CCs and MOs to Lauren Cullen.
For more info visit there web site at
http://www.geocities.com/chibicon2k3/
VulKon Tampa: May 30-June 1 2003, Tampa Airport Hilton
Westshore, Tampa, Fl.  Guest: John Billingsley (Sunday Only),
Michael Dorn (Saturday Only), Mira Furlan (Babylon 5), Teryl
Rothery (Stargate SG-1), Richard Gordon (Astronaut).
Admission: Gold VIP tickets are $125 and only available on-line.
Includes seating in the first 5 rows of the ballroom and 2 auto-
graphs each from guest. Two Day Deluxe Weekend Ticket- $75
includes reserved seating and 1 autograph each from guest.
Single Day tickets may be available once guests are confirmed.
Note: General Admission Tickets may not be available at the
door for this show, as we expect a sell-out crowd. Order early for
lower badge numbers and best seating, as we now call by rows
during the autograph sessions. By Mail Order: Make check or
money order payable to Vulkon and mail with a self addressed
stamped envelope to: Vulkon c/o Joe Motes, P.O. Box 297122,
Pembroke Pines FL. 33029-7122.  Mail orders must be post-
marked by May 16th, 2003. Note: If not ordering through the mail
, or if you do not have on-line access, you may also call in your
ticket orders at: (954) 441-8735 Mon- Sat 12 Noon till 4 pm.
Tickets On-line: Can be ordered on our secure server, just use
our convenient shopping cart type order form. Tickets At The
Door: Can be purchased from 7 pm - 10 pm Friday, and Saturday
and Sunday 9:30 AM Till 4 PM. Door prices are $65 weekend,
$40 Saturday, $30 Sundayi (prices subject to change). These
prices are lower as they do not include Reserved or Guaranteed
seating and will only be available if the convention is not sold out.
Note: we recommend ordering in advance and getting the
reserved seating for only $10 more, as we are expecting a
capacity crowd and may have standing room only. Also paying at
the door may not guarantee autographs if we are at capacity, as
the Stars are contracted to only sign a limited amount of auto-
graphs. Reserved Seating: Reserved seating at this show is now
included with advance ticket purchase, and will not be available

at the door. Child Admission : Children 12 and under are one free
per paying adult.  Note: Under 12 free admission does not
include autographs nor reserved seating. Reserved seating is
available for children 12 and under, for only $10 for the weekend.
For more info visit http://www.vulkon.com/tampamay/index.html.
HallowCon 03 Medieval Fantasy and Gothic Horror Convention:
Oct. 24th-26th 2003 - Comfort Inn, Chattanooga TN.  Guest:
TBA. Gaming: Fantasy Role-play and a WarhammerQuest
�Ultimate Dungeon� featuring the Goblin King, Tracy Rann.
Tabletop wargames hosted by the Dwarf Engineer, Doug Spohn.
We have ample game space for other Game Masters as well. Let
us know what you would like to Master. Dealers� Room: Dealer�s
space is free for the asking with paid membership, however you
do have to reserve your table. Sorry, only one table per dealer.
Art Show: This art show is for aspiring artists who would like to
display and sell their genre artwork. Display area is free with paid
membership. We furnish one six-foot display table, artists must
furnish easels, racks or any other necessary display equipment.
You must reserve your display area. Con-Suite: Our Con-Suite
has Softdrinks, Cold Beer, snacks and sandwiches with a full din-
ner served Friday and a Banquet Saturday, all free with paid
membership. We will also have a liquor bar from 8pm till 2am
Friday and Saturday nights. Our Motel serves a full complimenta-
ry breakfast to guests every morning. Video Room: Fantasy and
Horror Movie Extravaganza with our own Live version of Mystery
Theater with puppet master James Ward.Memberships: $20 until
April 1st, $25 until October 1st, $30 thereafter and at the door.
Motel Information: King Guest rooms are $56, King Suites are
$66 and Double Double Suites are $76. The suites are fantastic
with separate living and bed rooms. All rooms have a twin size
sleeper sofa, microwave, refrigerator and more. Some rooms
have Whirlpool Tubs. The motel also has a Fitness Center with
Dry Sauna. We will be posting pictures of the facilities on our
web site, soon. To make your reservation call Comfort Inn at
(423)893-7979 and tell them you are with HallowCon. Contact
Info: HallowCon Inc, c/o L. D. Stacy, 172 McNeese Ln., Ringgold,
Ga. 30736.  Phone: 706-935-8666, e-mail: lstacy@catt.com.
Dragon*Con: Aug 29th Sept 1st, Hyatt Regency Atlanta &
Atlanta Marriott Marquis, Atlanta Ga. (The Marriott will host day-
time activities and the Regency Nighttime activities.)
Memberships: 4 day memberships $45 to Feb 14th, $50 to May
15th, $60 to July 15th, $75 through Aug 29th.  Send In the
Dragon*Con Membership Form (visit www.dragoncon.org to get
form) with payment to Dragon*Con, P.O. Box 16459, Atlanta, Ga.
30321-9998.  You can also register with your Visa or MasterCard
by calling (770) 909-0115.  You also now use PAYPAL to pay for
your tickets.  NOTE: At this time we can only accept individual
ticket orders through PayPal.  Multiple orders must still be
processed via fax, mail or by calling our office. Our discounted
rates per night for both the Marriott and the Hyatt for 2003 are:
Single: $148,  Double: $148,  Triple: $158,  Quad: $168,  All
suites are available at a 30% discount from "rack rate"   Guests:
Not Yet Available but always huge.  For more info vist there Web
site at www.dragoncon.org.




